Limited Submissions are opportunities in which the sponsor limits the number of nominations or proposals (or sometimes other types of submissions like Concept Papers or Letters of Intent) that Cornell University may submit to a particular program. When this occurs, an internal selection process (typically an internal competition) is coordinated. For further information about the internal process, answers to FAQs, and more, visit the Cornell Limited Submissions website. Please contact Limited Submissions if you intend to apply to a limited submission opportunity not listed below, missed an internal competition deadline, or have any questions. Unless otherwise noted in a competition announcement, internal competition deadlines are for 5:00 PM, and applications must be submitted via the competition web portal.

NOTE: Weill Cornell Medicine has its own internal competitions for limited submissions. WCM investigators, please contact Florencia Marcucci in the WCM Office of the Research Dean.

Announcements

- The deadline for the NSF National Quantum Virtual Laboratory (NQVL) - Quantum Science and Technology Demonstrations (QSTD): I. Pilot Phase internal competition has been changed to February 5, 2024, 5:00pm.

New Competitions

National Science Foundation (NSF) Partnerships for Innovation (PFI): Research Partnerships (PFI-RP)

Internal deadline: March 1. The PFI program offers researchers a technology testbed to gain market insights, launch a commercial application or facilitate industry adoption.

National Institutes of Health (NIH) Assessment of Climate at Institutions (ACt) Award (RC2 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Internal deadline: March 1. The objective of this NOFO is to solicit applications to conduct institutional climate assessments using validated survey instruments and to develop action
plans for positive change in the recruitment, hiring, retention, and advancement of faculty, including those from groups underrepresented in biomedical and behavioral research.

## Upcoming Federal Programs

**INTERNAL DEADLINE**

- **January 17**
  - NSF Centers for Innovation and Community Engagement in Solid Earth Geohazards

- **February 5**
  - NSF National Quantum Virtual Laboratory (NQVL) - Quantum Science and Technology Demonstrations (QSTD): I. Pilot Phase

- **March 4**
  - Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Environmental and Climate Justice Community Change Grants Program
  - National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS) Collaborative Program Grant for Multidisciplinary Teams (RM1 - Clinical Trial Optional)
  - NIH Jointly Sponsored Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award Institutional Predoctoral Training Program in the Neurosciences (T32 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
  - NIH Team-Based Design in Biomedical Engineering Education (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

## Upcoming Non-Federal Programs

**INTERNAL DEADLINE**

- **January 18**
  - Foundation for Food and Agriculture Research (FFAR) 2024 New Innovator in Food & Agriculture Research Award

Unless otherwise noted in a competition announcement, internal competition deadlines are for 5:00 PM and applications must be submitted via the competition web portal (InfoReady Review). PIs submitting applications for limited submission competitions are responsible for ensuring they meet the eligibility requirements of the program and funder.
Email: ovpr_limited_submissions@cornell.edu

To unsubscribe from the CU-RES-ADMIN-L listserv, click here for instructions. Instructions for subscribing are also available on the same website.